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UNIT    7
THE EDGE OF 
IMAGINATION

The BIG question
How do imaginative texts entertain

their readers?

Key learnings
 ● Narratives have common conventions and features.

 ● Di� erent narrative genres require speci� c features.

 ● Writers mix, and experiment with, genres to create new forms.

Knowledge, understanding and skills
Students will:

 ● understand conventions, structure and language features of di� erent 

narrative genres

 ● analyse and respond to the features of narrative texts

 ● evaluate and review narrative texts.
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Just imagine . . .

Frankenstein

�e Hound of the Baskervilles

The Time Machine  by HG Wells

The Hidden Staircase — a Nancy Drew mystery

by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle

THE DAY OF THE TRIFFIDS

THE HOBBIT             BY J.R.R. TOLKIEN

DRACULA By Bram Stoker
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by John Wyndham
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I love reading fantasy books, 
especially if they’re about 
wizards and dragons. My 
imagination runs wild with 
their special powers and 
magical worlds. I really like 
science � ction, too. I like 
the gadgets and imagining 
what it would be like to have 
things like � ying cars and 
teleporters. I don’t go 
much on horror, 
though, because I 
get too scared.
 — Kelly, 
13 years old

Avoiding all contact with 
humans, the Wargals had 
lived and bred in these 
remote mountains since 
ancient times. No one in 
living memory had ever set 
eyes upon one, but rumors 
and legends had persisted 
of a savage tribe of semi-
intelligent beasts in the 
mountains. Morgarath, 
planning a revolt against the 
Kingdom of Araluen, had left 
Gorlan Fief to seek them out. 
If such creatures existed, they 
would give him an edge in 
the war that was to come.
— from Rangers 

Apprentice Book One: 

� e Ruins of Gorlan 

by John Flanagan

� en a dog began to howl 
somewhere in a farmhouse 
far down the road — a long, 
agonised wailing, as if from 
fear. � e sound was taken 
up by another dog, and then 
another and another, till, 
borne on the wind which 
now sighed softly through the 
Pass, a wild howling began, 
which seemed to come from 
all over the country, as far as 
the imagination could grasp 
it through the gloom of 
the night.
— from Dracula

by Bram Stoker
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What is a narrative genre?

Narrative genres are types of stories. Over time, certain genres of stories have become 

familiar to readers. Storytellers such as authors or screenwriters can create books 

and movies that they know many people will enjoy. If we can de� ne the features of 

di� erent sorts of stories, we can � gure out what makes them popular. Knowing one 

genre from another is also useful when you are choosing a book to read, a � lm to 

watch or a game to play. If you liked a particular story in the past, then you might like 

others from the same genre. The established conventions of a genre become a sort of 

code or shorthand between the audience and the author, and help us to understand 

the story.

It is important to remember that although we can identify the features of particular 

genres quite clearly, they don’t always stay the same. In time, they change, combine and 

divide as writers innovate and come up with new ideas. The purpose of any imaginative 

text is to entertain or amuse. Some genres do so by transporting the reader to an 

imaginary world, by thrilling or scaring the audience, or by making them think.

Tuning in

1 Think and say why:

a Look at the images opposite. Choose the one you like the best. Why do you like 

it? Can you guess a genre that it would � t into? How did you decide?

b Brainstorm a list of 10 of your favourite books, movies and stories. Do they have 

anything in common? How are they similar or di� erent? Why do you like them so 

much?

2 Discuss and decide: What are your favourite characters from books, movies or 

games? Are they like real people or are they imaginary? Do they have special powers 

or abilities? What is the setting from your favourite story? What sort of place is it: 

city or country; plains or mountains; desert or forest; hot or cold climate; real or 

imaginary; past, future or modern-day?

3 Respond: Write a paragraph that follows on from either the extract from The Ruins of 

Gorlan by John Flanagan or the extract from Dracula by Bram Stoker. Imagine what 

could happen next and try to relate it in a similar style to the author.

4 Find out: Choose one of the book titles in the illustration of the stack of books. 

Conduct some online research to � nd out:

a when the book was published

b what genre it could be classi� ed under

c some biographical details about the author.

NEED TO KNOW
genre kind or category of 

text, literature or artistic work. 

The term can describe texts 

based on (a) subject matter 

or (b) form and structure.

LANGUAGE link

Loan words 

Genre is a French word meaning ‘kind’ or ‘type’. 

The English language has borrowed many 

words from other languages, and every day 

we use words that originated in France. Think 

of words such as café, dandelion and collage. 

They are ordinary words in English that we 

use all the time, but have come from French. 

Collage is a French word meaning ‘a pasting’, 

while dandelion comes from dent de lion, 

literally translated as ‘tooth of a lion’ (from 

its toothed leaves).

The study of word origins and word history 

is called etymology.

With a partner, � nd 10 other English 

words that have originated from French 

and look up their origins in an online or 

print dictionary.

eLesson:

The English is . . . 

team explores how 

imaginative texts 

such as narrative 

genres entertain their 

readers.

Searchlight ID: eles-1582
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   FANTASY — A NARRATIVE GENRE

How do fantasy writers construct their narrative?

A fantasy is a creation of the imagination. It is also one of 

the most popular genres of narrative � ction. Fantasy stories 

usually happen in places (settings) that are imaginary 

and where make-believe things like magic are real. The 

characters in fantasy stories can often do things that are 

not possible in the real world: animals can talk and people 

can � y. They might even be imaginary and supernatural 

creatures, like ogres, fairies, unicorns, elves and trolls. The 

main idea or theme of fantasy stories is often the struggle 

between good and evil. They often feature a humble 

main character — the hero, or protagonist — who must 

overcome a much more powerful villain: the ‘baddie’ or 

antagonist.

Fantasy fans enjoy the genre in movies, art, graphic 

novels, gaming, online avatars and novels. Fantasy 

authors often write long stories over a series of novels and 

there are many series for readers to choose from.

In the fantasy novel Dragonkeeper, by Carole Wilkinson, Ping is 

the main character. She is a humble slave girl in ancient China. She 

serves a lazy and nasty master who is the keeper of the imperial 

dragons. When she helps the last imperial dragon escape, she 

becomes a fugitive and begins a perilous journey.

Before you read the extracts, your teacher may ask you to complete the following 

Ready to Read activities. 

7.1

NEED TO KNOW
setting the time and place in 

which the events of a narrative 

take place

character a person or 

individual portrayed in a story

theme one of the main ideas 

in a work of art such as a novel. 

Examples include good versus 

evil; the power of love; the 

importance of friendship; the 

e� ects of loss.

protagonist the hero or main 

character in a story

antagonist the character 

who opposes the hero 

READY TO READ …

 ● Look at the cover of Dragonkeeper. What can you tell about the 

characters from the image of them on the cover?

 ● Look up the meanings of the following words you will � nd in the 

extract:

imperial inhabitants eerie anxious barring

sneer unbidden necromancer scornful coursed

 ● Have you ever had a time in your life when others believed you 

could do something, but you didn’t believe in yourself? It could 

have been when you � rst learned to ride a bike without training 

wheels, when you � rst tried a new sport, or your � rst day of high 

school. Share an example with a partner.

 ● Read this extract through once, ignoring the annotations. Then 

read it a second time, this time reading the annotations to gain a 

more detailed understanding.
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from Dragonkeeper
by Carole Wilkinson

Extract 1
One thought was still and clear at the centre of her confusion. She had 
to save the dragon. She ran to the animals’ courtyard, where the dragon 
was still tethered, enjoying the sunlight.

‘Quick!’ shouted the girl, undoing the rope with fumbling � ngers. ‘You 
have to escape. � ere’s a dragon hunter here at Huangling.’

� e dragon didn’t move.
‘Hurry! You’re free now. � e imperial guards will be here at any 

moment.’ She paused to catch her breath. ‘� e dragon hunter will chop 
up your liver and cut out your heart.’ She tugged the rope which still 
hung from the dragon’s neck. ‘You just have time to get to the gate and 
escape.’

But the creature wouldn’t budge. He obviously didn’t understand a 
word she was saying.

‘Move, you stupid beast!’ she shouted, � icking him on the rump with 
the end of the rope. � e dragon was making anxious noises, like someone 
banging a gong as fast as they could.

‘Stone.’ Words were forming unbidden in her mind. ‘Dragon stone.’
 

1

5

10

15

1

5

10

15

Third person point of view. 

Narratives may be written in 

either � rst or third person. (1)

The protagonist in a fantasy often 

has a quest to save someone or 

something but usually doesn’t 

choose it. (1–2)

The dragon is a mythical creature 

and is one of the protagonists in 

this narrative. (6)

The dragon hunter is clearly 

identi� ed as an antagonist. (8)

This urgency builds tension and 

keeps the reader interested. 

(10–11)

A variety of verbs are used to 

add interest and move the action 

along. (12,14)

Telepathy, mind-reading and 

mental powers are often features 

of fantasy characters. (17)

Fantasy narratives often have an 

object of signi� cance that is not 

what it seems to be. (17)

Later in the novel, Ping and Danzi face a di� erent threat: the necromancer.

Extract 2
Outside, the street was empty. � e inhabitants of Wucheng had all 
disappeared with the darkness. Ping ran towards the gates. Six people 
were standing across the street barring her way. She stopped. � ey were 
strange, thin � gures with � uttering grey robes and long straggly hair that 
blew about their heads even though there was no wind. � ey had blank 
staring faces. � ere was something else about them. � ey were � oating 
just above the ground.

‘Sentry spirits,’ the dragon said. ‘� ey will warn the necromancer.’
Ping felt the back of her neck prickle. � e necromancer was behind 

her, his face like a thundercloud. He held a sta�  in his hand. Ping 
clutched the dragon stone close to her, closed her eyes and ran. She felt 
an icy chill, but she kept running through the eerie people — straight 
through them as if their bodies were made of mist.

When she reached the gates, she found they were shut. � ey looked 
as heavy as lead. She could never have opened them — even if they 
hadn’t been locked. Something sharp and shiny skimmed past her ear 
and dug into the dark wood of the gate. It was a disc, made of bright 
metal with three barbs radiating from it, curved and sharp like cats’ 
claws. She turned. � e necromancer was standing in the middle of

The empty street sets the scene 

for something about to happen. 

This helps to build suspense. (1)

Unusual looking and unreal 

characters are often a feature of 

fantasy narratives. (4,5–6)

The characters in fantasy often 

have magical or supernatural 

powers. (6–7)

The author shows, rather than 

tells, Ping’s feelings. (9)

A sense of impending danger 

builds the tension and keeps 

the reader in suspense. (10–12)
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the street hurling more of the barbed discs at her. Ping ducked out 
of the way of the � rst and the second, only to � nd a third spinning 
straight towards her. It missed her body by less than an inch, but 
pinned her gown to the gate. � e necromancer pointed his sta�  at the 
dragon. � e force from it threw Danzi against the wall, winding him.

‘Ping must stop him,’ the dragon gasped.
‘I’m not strong enough,’ Ping replied.
‘Nothing under Heaven is softer than water,’ Danzi said. ‘Yet it can 

overcome the hard and the strong.’
� e necromancer was walking towards her, his eyes � xed on the 

dragon stone. She hugged the stone close to her with one hand. It was 
shrieking with fear again. She held up her free hand as if to stop him. He 
laughed at her, sneering and scornful. He had no doubt he could take the 
dragon stone from her as easily as taking a jujube from a baby. He raised 
his sta� . Ping felt the anger grow within her again. Her body tingled 
from head to foot. She felt her qi focus in a rush that � lled her within 
seconds. It coursed down her arm and burst out through her � ngertips. 
� e necromancer was thrown to the ground by its invisible force. He 
scrambled to his knees and pointed his sta�  at her. Ping was still pinned 
to the gate. Before the necromancer had a chance to summon his own 
power, Danzi appeared at her side and swiped at the necromancer with 
his talons. � e man looked down as blood oozed through his shimmering 
tunic.

20

25

30

35

40

Action verbs provide interest. 

(20,21,23,30,36,38,40)

Objects are often not 

what they seem in fantasy 

narratives. (30–31)

It is common for the main 

character in a fantasy to 

discover they have special 

powers. (35–37)
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Activities . . . 

UNDERSTANDING fantasy narratives
Getting started

 1 Who are the ‘goodies’ and the ‘baddies’ in the extracts? What words or 

information from the text give you clues? To record your thoughts, draw up a 

table like the one below.

Character Goodie or baddie

Evidence from the extract: Why do you 

think that they are good or bad?

Ping

Danzi the dragon

Dragon hunter

Sentry spirits

The necromancer

 2 What does Ping think the dragon hunter will do if he catches the dragon? 

(Extract 1)

 3 What does the dragon tell Ping the sentry spirits are there to do? (Extract 2)

 4 What sensation does Ping feel when she starts to get angry? (Extract 2)

 5 Summarising is a useful skill. You have to be able to tell the di� erence between 

the signi� cant information or events and the details that are unnecessary. 

Summarise the events of the extracts by listing the � ve main events in dot 

points.

Working through

6 When Ping is trying to set the dragon free because there is a dragon hunter at 

Huangling, why do you think the dragon doesn’t move?

7 What do you think helps Ping to focus her qi energy?

8 Look back at the events you listed in question 5. Rank them in order from least 

to most exciting. Is the order the same as or di� erent from the order in which 

they occur? Show them on the graph like the example below.

Exciting

Calm

E
xc

it
e

m
e

n
t

Event

no. 1

Event

no. 2

Event

no. 3

Event

no. 4

Event

no. 5

Extract

Going further

 9 At the beginning of the passage, Ping’s name is not used, but her character is 

referred to as ‘the girl’ and ‘she’. Why do you think the author has chosen to do 

this? Share your answers with a partner.

10 When they are in terrible danger, the dragon says, ‘Nothing under Heaven is 

softer than water, yet it can overcome the hard and the strong.’  Why would he 

take the time to tell Ping this when the necromancer is headed their way? 

11 What creates the suspense in the narrative extracts? Give examples.

NEED TO KNOW
suspense excitement, 

expectation, apprehension 

or uncertainty about what 

might happen in the story

LITERACY link
Theme in sentences 

The � rst part of a clause in 

a sentence is sometimes 

called the theme. This lets 

the reader know what the 

topic of the clause will be. 

We sometimes put the 

important information at 

the front of the sentence, 

because we want the 

important information to 

make the biggest impact 

on our reader. For example, 

the sentence The brilliant 

gem sparkled in the sunshine 

puts the emphasis on the 

gem and not the sunshine. 

You could give the same 

information if you wrote the 

sentence The shimmering 

sunshine bounced o�  the 

gem but the emphasis 

would be on the sunshine 

instead of the gem.

Think about how you 

structure your sentences 

next time you are writing 

a narrative, especially 

in your orientation, so 

that readers can see a 

picture in their minds and 

understand your main 

ideas.
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ANALYSING language in fantasy narratives
Getting started

12 Fantasy stories often have lots of action, with characters narrowly 

escaping from their enemies, using many interesting verbs to tell the 

story. List as many di� erent verbs as you can � nd in the extract. Some are 

highlighted to get you started. Which three create the strongest impact on you?

13 The author writes ‘as blood oozed through his shimmering tunic.’ She could have 

written ‘as blood soaked his clothes,’ but it would not have been as powerful 

a clause. Why is the verb oozed better than soaked? Why is shimmering tunic a 

better choice than clothes?

Working through

14 What is being compared in the simile ‘curved and sharp like cats’ claws’ in Extract 2?  

Find another simile in either Extract 2 or Extract 1. What is being compared?

15 What e� ect is created by the words ‘something sharp and shiny skimmed’?  What 

� gure of speech is this? 

16 Does the use of similes and other � gures of speech suggest anything about 

the sort of language that fantasy writers use? What e� ect might this sort of 

language have on a reader?

17 In Extract 2, there are a combination of short simple sentences, compound 

sentences and complex sentences.

a Choose about 4–5 sentences from anywhere in the extracts and � ll in the 

following table.

Simple sentence Compound sentence Complex sentence

Outside, the street was 

empty.

  

b Which type of sentence best creates a sense of action? Which type of sentence 

best conveys description? 

Going further

18 Read the Literacy link on page 195 and then  the two sentences below:

   The barbed discs came hurtling towards her, being thrown by the necromancer as 

he stood in the middle of the street. 

   The necromancer was standing in the middle of the street hurling more of the 

barbed discs at her.

 Both sentences give the same information. 

a Which is the one Carole Wilkinson used in the Dragonkeeper extract?

b Which is more important to the story, the discs or the necromancer?

c In each sentence, what topic has the writer put at the start of the 

sentence: the street, the necromancer or the discs?

d Which sentence (a) is easier to understand, (b) sounds more 

active and (c) simply sounds better to your ears?

Quest

Simple sentences

Compound sentences

Complex sentences

Knowledge Quest 1

NEED TO KNOW
verb a part of speech or word 

class that refers to an action, 

process or state of being

clause a group of words 

that contains a subject and a 

‘tensed’ (or � nite) verb. Main 

clauses can make complete 

sense and stand alone; for 

example, The dogs were barking. 

Dependent clauses add 

information to a main clause 

but do not make sense on their 

own; for example, because the 

dogs were barking.

simple sentence a sentence 

that has one main or 

independent clause

compound sentence a 

sentence that has two or more 

independent clauses joined 

together

complex sentence a 

sentence that has one 

independent clause and one 

or more dependent clauses
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Narrative plot

Every narrative has a plot. The plot is the sequence of events that occur during a story 

or narrative. Most narratives follow a similar structure as outlined in the table below.

Typical plot structure

Orientation Sets the scene and introduces the setting and characters. This is often a 

calm and quiet part of the story without much action.

Complication Creates a problem for the characters to solve or a di�  culty that they must 

overcome. There may be one main complication or many in a narrative.

Series of events This stage is where characters must conquer obstacles or get themselves 

out of tricky situations in order to � x the complication. The series of events 

takes up most of the story and gradually builds up tension and excitement 

as the characters get closer to solving their problem.

Climax Near the end of the narrative, this is the most exciting part for the reader or 

viewer, as the characters face their enemy or � ght to solve their problem.

Resolution or 

dénouement

The last part of the story. There is usually a sense of relief because the 

problem has been resolved in some way. In this part, the reader or viewer 

usually gets an idea of what the future might be like for the characters.

All of these elements can be found in narratives, whether or not they are the fantasy 

genre.

Plot in a fantasy narrative

A fantasy is a genre that has a number of well-known conventions — features that 

authors frequently use in fantasy stories. The plot of a fantasy story has the same basic 

structure as other narratives but it also has some features that are speci� c to fantasy. 

These include a quest, a journey and a prophecy. The illustration below shows the 

common features found in many fantasy narratives.

NEED TO KNOW
plot the sequence of events 

that occur during a story or 

narrative

dénouement another word 

for resolution in a plot, from 

the French, meaning to untie 

STYLE

·  Secret languages, codes, runic

     alphabets or made-up languages

THEMES

·  Battle between good and evil.  

 Evil forces a�ect those who are  

 good and innocent.

·  Limited use of modern   

 technology

·  Good triumphs over evil.

CHARACTERS

·  Main character seems less   

     powerful than others or has the 

     odds stacked against him/her.

·  Main character discovers 

     he or she has special powers    

     or is special in some way.

·  Main character comes from

 a humble or ordinary background.

SETTING

·  Lands and peoples are 

     governed by a monarchy,  

     with a king or queen as ruler.

·  Setting often includes 

     mountains, forests, rivers 

     and other natural features.

·  Made-up peoples,  tribes and races

PLOT

·  A prophecy or prediction of

 the future

·  A journey or a quest

·  Objects have magical powers     

    or are not what they seem to be.

·  A riddle or puzzle that the    

    main characters have to solve

·  The future of innocent 

     people or creatures depends 

     on the actions of the protagonist.

COMMON FEATURES OF

THE FANTASY GENRE
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Activities . . . 

INTERPRETING features of a fantasy narrative
Getting started

 1 Which features of fantasy can you � nd in the extracts from 

Dragonkeeper on pages 193–4?

 2 With a partner, decide on a fantasy story you both know. It can be a book or a 

movie. Which features does it have from the list?

Working through

 3 Think back to the extract about � eeing from the necromancer. From what part 

of the novel do you think it comes: orientation, complication, series of events, 

climax or resolution? Give reasons to justify your answer.

 4 Would you say that the features of a fantasy narrative are used well in the 

extracts? 

a Do they create an image in your mind? 

b Do you � nd the characters convincing? 

c Are the events believable in the context of the story? 

d Is the setting described in enough detail, or in too much detail?

 5 How important is the setting in a fantasy narrative? Why do you think an 

exotic or strange place is such a standard feature of the fantasy genre? Would 

it be possible to set a fantasy narrative in a commonplace, real-world setting? 

Consider these questions in a Think, Pair, Share activity.

RESPONDING to and CREATING fantasy narratives
Getting started

 6 In Dragonkeeper, Danzi explains to Ping that dragonkeepers can be identi� ed by 

the following abilities:

 ● second sight when in the presence of dragons

 ● ability to locate lost items

 ● ability to read people’s hearts

 ● when strongly bonded with a dragon, seeing the future.

 If you were writing a fantasy story, what special or magical skills would you give 

to your protagonist?

 7 Settings for fantasy stories are often imaginary places, but sometimes authors 

use elements from history or mythology to make them seem more real. Many 

fantasy authors use elements from medieval Europe, such as castles and 

walled cities; societies ruled by lords or kings; and weaponry such as catapults, 

battering rams, swords, axes, longbows, crossbows, stones and daggers. Often 

the people in fantasy stories are poor, cannot read or write, and farm the land, 

just as many people did in medieval Europe. In Dragonkeeper, Carole Wilkinson 

has included places such as Chang’an and Wucheng, which were cities of ancient 

China. With a partner, discuss which elements of medieval Europe you would use 

if you were writing a fantasy story.

Working through

 8 Fantasy writer J. R. R. Tolkien invented a language he called ‘Elvish’ for his famous 

classic trilogy, The Lord of the Rings. Research Elvish and other languages that 

J. R. R. Tolkien created. Write a brief report on your � ndings to present to the 

class. Organise your report under headings and sub-headings.

LITERATURE link
Cultural in� uences 
in narratives 

Narrative texts are 

in� uenced by the culture, 

society and time in which 

they are set. Fantasy � ction 

often draws from historical 

periods to create realistic 

and detailed imaginary 

worlds. For example, Carole 

Wilkinson has incorporated 

many elements from the 

Han dynasty of ancient 

China to create the 

backdrop for Dragonkeeper; 

she includes an emperor, 

ancient Chinese clothing 

and food, and customs such 

as ancestor worship.

Do some reading about 

the Han dynasty and 

see if you can � nd � ve 

elements from the era that 

you would use to create a 

story.
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 9 Look in your school library for works by authors such as Isobelle Carmody, 

Raymond E. Feist, Emily Rodda, John Flanagan, Terry Pratchett, Suzanne Collins 

and other fantasy authors.

a Choose a novel to examine. Examine the front cover, including the pictures, 

the font used for the title, and the style of the images. Read the blurb on the 

back cover and the table of contents near the front of the book (if there is 

one).

b See if you can � nd any elements in the writing or the pictures that are similar 

to medieval Europe. Share your � ndings with a partner.

Going further

10 The names of characters, places and creatures in fantasy stories are often made 

up; examples include Sephiroth, Rondo and Bukshah. Some names, like Rivendell, 

sound as though they could be English words. Some, like Danzi and Bahamut, 

are found in history, mythology or other cultures. They are unusual, interesting 

and exotic.

a Imagine you are writing a fantasy story and the characters include:

 ● a clumsy troll

 ● a good witch

 ● an apprentice wizard whose father is a soldier

 ● a grumpy giant

 ● a sad unicorn

 ● a monkey with ninja � ghting skills.

  Using these methods for giving them names, what would you call them? Give 

reasons why you chose them. For example, an evil wizard might be called 

Malorcerus because it combines parts of the words malicious and sorcerer or 

he might be called Mephisto because that is a demon from German folklore 

and European literature.

b Write a paragraph about your character. Describe them entering the scene the 

� rst time they are seen by another character in the story. You might like to use 

the following sentence starter to get you going:

As I turned, I saw someone approaching from the North. As I squinted 

to get a better view, I saw  .  .  .

Don’t forget to include your other senses: describe what you 

heard, felt, tasted and smelt.

LITERACY link
Interactive games

Computer games provide 

another way for those who 

love fantasy to explore the 

genre. Games like Spyro the 

Dragon and Final Fantasy 

have many of the features 

of the fantasy genre, but 

instead of being a spectator 

as you would when reading 

or watching a fantasy story, 

in a computer game you 

become part of the story.

Think of a fantasy game 

you know, or watch a 

review of a fantasy game 

on an online platform. 

What features of fantasy 

can you identify from what 

you see of the games and 

what the reviewer says?
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Wordsmith . . .

USING RHYME AND RHYTHM

Riddles, rhymes and prophecies are common plot devices used in fantasy � ction. 

A riddle is usually a tricky question or puzzle that requires clever thinking to work 

out the answer. A prophecy foretells the future, and rhymes are simple poems 

where the endings of the lines sound the same. Below is a rhyming riddle from 

Rowan of Rin by Emily Rodda that the author uses to foreshadow future events in 

the plot. It is all three: riddle, rhyme and prophecy.

Seven hearts the journey make. a
Seven ways the hearts will break. a
Bravest heart will carry on b
When sleep is death, and hope is gone. b
Look in the � ery jaws of fear c
And see the answer white and clear, c
Then throw away all thoughts of home d
For only then your quest is done. d (a ‘near’ rhyme)

If you read the last word of each line out aloud, you’ll notice that they rhyme. This 

is called an end rhyme, which is the most common kind of rhyme in English poetry. In 

this riddle, the rhymes are in pairs, so we � nd the pattern aabbccdd. (In other poems 

the pattern might be abcb or aaba.) Notice that the  last word in the last line isn’t a 

perfect rhyme; done doesn’t really rhyme with home, but it’s close. This is what we call 

a near rhyme. When writers do this, it is known as poetic licence.

Words that rhyme can sometimes be spelled quite di� erently. The long vowel sound 

ay can be spelled a and ea as in the words make and break in the riddle. The rhyming 

words fear and clear use the same letters ear to create the long sound ear.

Find words to rhyme with the words below. 

unreal asunder cool blame moon

Notice in the rhyme from Rowan of Rin that the lines are of similar length. If you clap 

or count the syllables for each line, you’ll notice that the � rst three lines have seven 

syllables and all the others have eight. This helps to create a rhythmic pattern.

OVER TO YOU …

In Dragonkeeper, Danzi sees signs that Ping might be a dragonkeeper, even though 

she is a girl. Make up a rhyming riddle that predicts Ping will be a dragonkeeper 

and will save the last imperial dragon. Be careful not to give away too much 

about what happens in the story. Just hold the reader’s interest by keeping them 

guessing!

My view . . .
Now that you know about the fantasy genre, do you think it will change the way 

you read, view or play fantasy texts in the future? How will understanding the 

features help you to understand and enjoy fantasy stories?

Interactivity:

You be the writer:

Using rhyme and 

rhythm

Searchlight ID: int-3012

Knowledge Quest 2

Quest

Vowel sounds a, 

ay and ah

Vowel sounds e, 

ee, er and ear

Use the Rowan of 

Rin weblink in your 

eBookPLUS to read the 

full riddle.
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SCIENCE FICTION, MYSTERY AND HORROR 

GENRES

How do science � ction, mystery and horror writers construct 
their narratives?

Together, science � ction, mystery and horror are known as speculative � ction. 

Science � ction

Science � ction asks or speculates: What might the future be like? Science � ction 

settings are usually in the future — either on Earth, in outer space or on other planets. 

Good science � ction makes an imagined future 

believable, and explores ideas or questions that 

are facing society in the present day. 

7.2

LITERATURE link
Robots in narrative 

� ction 

Robots in science � ction 

have often been portrayed 

as a threat to humans. Isaac 

Asimov, a famous science 

� ction writer, created the 

‘Three Laws of Robotics,’ 

that all robots in his stories 

would obey.

1.  A robot may not injure a 

human being or, through 

inaction, allow a human 

being to come to harm.

2.  A robot must obey any 

orders given to it by 

human beings, except 

where such orders would 

con� ict with the First 

Law.

3.  A robot must protect its 

own existence as long as 

such protection does not 

con� ict with the First or 

Second Law.

Do you think society has 

something to learn from 

Asimov’s idea of robots?

READY TO READ …

 ● Make a list of all the things you use technology for. It might include types of cooking, 

transport, communication, entertainment and many other things.

 ● Can you imagine having a conversation with a robot? What do you think that would be like?

 ● Read this extract through once, ignoring the annotations. Then read the story a second 

time, reading the annotations to gain a more detailed understanding.

STYLE

·  A high level of scienti�c detail

THEMES

·  Ethical and moral questions

CHARACTERS

·  Characters such as aliens,   

 robots, scientists and mutants

·  Contact with extraterrestrials  

 and alien societies

·  Paranormal abilities such as  

 teleportation, telekinesis,      

 mind control, and mind   

 reading, or telepathy

SETTING

·  Barren, industrial or alien   

 landscapes; settings in outer  

 space or subterranean Earth

·  Elements of today’s society such  

 as ancient ruins and remnants of  

 the world we know

·  Radically di�erent social sytems  

 and governments

PLOT

·  Advanced technology, including  

 weapons, gadgets and other  

 fantastic inventions

·  Space travel and �ying   

 transportation

·  Possible future results of scienti�c  

 and technological breakthroughs

·  Time travel and wormholes

·  Events, settings and situations  

 that are plausible or possible,  

 mostly following established  

 scienti�c laws
COMMON

FEATURES

OF

SCIENCE

FICTION

STORIES

The following extract is part of a short story 

called Reason by Isaac Asimov. It appears in a 

collection of stories called I, Robot. In the story there is an interaction between a 

human, Powell, and a robot called QT-1 or Cutie. The story was � rst published in a 

magazine in 1941. 

Before you read the extract below, your teacher may ask you to complete the 

following Ready to Read activities.
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from I, Robot
by Isaac Asimov

Finally, the robot spoke. His voice carried the cold timbre inseparable 
from a metallic diaphragm, ‘Do you realise the seriousness of such a 
statement, Powell?’

‘Something made you, Cutie,’ pointed out Powell. ‘You admit yourself 
that your memory seems to spring full-grown from an absolute blankness 
of a week ago. I’m giving you the explanation. Donovan and I put you 
together from the parts shipped us.’

Cutie gazed upon his long, supple � ngers in an oddly human attitude 
of mysti� cation, ‘It strikes me that there should be a more satisfactory 
explanation than that. For you to make me seems improbable.’

� e Earthman laughed quite suddenly. ‘In Earth’s name, why?’
‘Call it intuition. � at’s all it is so far. But I intend to reason it out, 

though. A chain of valid reasoning can end only with the determination 
of truth, and I’ll stick till I get there.’

Powell stood up and seated himself at the table’s edge next to the 
robot. He felt a sudden strong sympathy for this strange machine. It was 
not at all like the ordinary robot, attending to his specialised task at the 
station with the intensity of a deeply ingrooved positronic path.

He placed a hand upon Cutie’s steel shoulder and the metal was cold 
and hard to the touch.

‘Cutie,’ he said, ‘I’m going to try to explain something to you. You’re 
the � rst robot who’s ever exhibited curiosity as to his own existence — 
and I think the � rst that’s really intelligent enough to understand the 
world outside. Here, come with me.’

� e robot rose erect smoothly and his thickly sponge-rubber-soled 
feet made no noise as he followed Powell. � e Earthman touched a 
button and a square section of the wall � ickered aside. � e thick, clear 
glass revealed space — star speckled.

Narratives of all genres use 

dialogue to give information 

about the characters and how 

they relate to each other. (2–4)

The character of the robot is 

described as having human 

qualities. (8–9)

The robot has a formal way 

of speaking, highlighting the 

di� erence to Powell’s character. 

(9–10)

Reasoning and logic are 

common elements of science 

� ction. (13–14)

The words used to describe 

the robot emphasise its non-

human qualities. (19,20)

Science � ction often explores 

the possibilities of scienti� c 

advancements, such as arti� cial 

intelligence. (21–24)

Science � ction often includes 

technical detail (25–26)

An example of the advanced 

technology that is often a 

feature of science � ction (26–27)

Space travel and settings in 

space are common features of 

science � ction. (28)
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Activities . . . 

UNDERSTANDING and RESPONDING to science 

fiction narratives

Getting started

 1 Answer true or false to the following statements. Give evidence from the text to 

support your answers.

a The robot sounds just like a human.

b Cutie was put together a week ago.

c Cutie understands that he was built by humans.

d Cutie is di� erent from other robots.

 2 Make a list of all the things you know about Powell and all the things you know 

about Cutie.

 3 Did you enjoy reading this extract? What did you like or dislike about it?

Working through

 4 From your reading of the extract, answer true or false to the following 

statements. Give reasons for your answers.

a Powell feels emotions towards Cutie because he seems more human than 

other robots.

b Cutie respects Powell.

c Cutie has been asking questions about where he came from.

d Powell is sometimes struck by how human Cutie seems.

 5 Asimov uses words such as positronic and ingrooved. 

a Do you think they are real words or has he created them to use in his writing? 

b Look up their meanings to check if you are right. 

c Why do you think authors sometimes make up new words in their writing?

 6 What common features of science � ction can you � nd evidence of in this 

extract? Refer to the diagram on page 201 as a guide.

 7 a  What do you think might happen later in the story? What do you think 

the author is foreshadowing when Cutie says ‘for you to make me seems 

improbable’ and ‘I intend to reason it out’?

b Do you think this is the complication of the story? (Remember that a 

complication must create a dilemma or a problem and set o�  a series of 

events as the characters try to solve the problem.) How do you think Cutie’s 

attitude will a� ect the rest of the story? 

c Compare your ideas on the complication with a partner. In dot points, plan the 

series of events for the rest of the story. Make it interesting and suspenseful as 

the characters overcome hurdles that get in their way.

d How will your story end? What will life be like for the characters after the story 

is � nished? Will Powell and Cutie still be working together? With your partner, 

decide what will happen in your climax and resolution for the story.

Going further

 8 Do you think society should put limitations on what technology is permitted to 

do? Research either human cloning, genetic engineering or arti� cial intelligence. 

Discuss in small groups.

 9 Do you think that science � ction narratives can help us to look carefully at the 

way people relate to one another? Justify your views with other examples.

LITERATURE link

Theme in science 

� ction

The theme of a story is an 

idea that the author wants 

the audience to think about. 

In science � ction novels 

and � lms, the theme usually 

explores an idea or an 

issue that is important to 

society today. For example, 

in the movie Avatar, there 

is a strong message that 

we should care for our 

environment. Movies such 

as Aeon Flux, The Island, 

Gattaca and Minority 

Report explore the role of 

technology in imagined 

futures of human society.

Next time you are reading 

or watching a science 

� ction story, try to � gure 

out what bigger theme or 

idea it is making you think 

about.
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Mystery genre
Detective stories, murder mysteries and urban legends are all types of mystery 

stories. Mystery stories have the same plot structure as other narratives, but 

emphasise the building of suspense. In other words, they keep the reader wanting 

to � nd out what will happen next and following the clues to solve the mystery. 

The important thing to remember is that the audience will not know everything 

about the setting, situation or characters at the beginning of the story. As the story 

unfolds, pieces of information and details about, for example, the characters will be 

revealed.

Setting and atmosphere in mystery narratives

A compelling feature of a mystery narrative is its mood or atmosphere. This is 

designed to put the reader or viewer in a state of ‘suggestability’ so that they are 

primed or ready for the mystery that unfolds. A mystery may be set in a seemingly 

idyllic place such as an English country village (for example, Midsomer Murders) 

where, by day, all is bright and cheerful. But when night falls, the mood alters, 

as shadows and strange noises (and background music) tell the audience that 

something mysterious is at large. Other mystery � lms rely from the outset on a 

setting that is strange, dark or isolated. These types of mystery settings are similar to 

horror settings. In either setting, viewers or readers are invited to place themselves in 

the setting and believe that strange things can, and will, happen. This is called ‘willing 

suspension of disbelief’.

The image on the next page shows the type of setting that might be created for a 

mystery narrative told through � lm. A writer of a mystery novel or short story might 

use such an image as a stimulus for describing such a setting using words.

NEED TO KNOW
mood the overall feeling 

or emotion conveyed by 

a writer’s language or the 

features of an image or � lm; 

the atmosphere that a writer 

or � lm-maker manages to 

create in a scene or text

STYLE

·  Tension and suspense builds as  

 the story goes on.

THEMES

· Explores aspects of human  

 nature or how to solve or avoid  

 problems caused by negative 

 human traits.

CHARACTERS

·  Characters can be scary, 

     strange or even alien.

·  Curious or inquisitive main 

     characters, sometimes a 

     detective or private investigator

·  The main character or detective  

 decides to solve a puzzle or  

 crime.

·  Other characters are analysed  

 and evaluated by the protagonist,  

 to determine whether or not they  

 are capable of wrongdoing.

SETTING

·  Often set in an eerie, strange,  

 scary or isolated place.

PLOT

·  A surprise or a ‘twist’ at the end

·  Author sometimes uses ‘red  

 herrings’:  tricky clues that throw  

 readers o� track or lead them to 

     incorrect conclusions.

·  The culprit is revealed or the  

 puzzle is solved, but only at the  

 end of the story.

·  Clues are revealed to the reader  

 as the protagonist �nds them.  

 Enough clues and information are 

     revealed for the reader to solve  

 the puzzle, even if some are not  

 obvious.

·  Unusual events or unexplained  

 incidents: There might 

     be a problem to solve, a crime  

 that is committed or strange  

 happenings that defy explanation.

·  Puzzle or crime is solved using  

 logical or scienti�c methods.

·  Author uses foreshadowing:  

 symbols or clues that subtly point 

     the reader in the right direction.

COMMON FEATURES

OF THE

MYSTERY GENRE
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The overall mood of the 

picture is sombre, bleak 

and cold.

Some lea� ess branches 

appear silhouetted 

against the sky.

The shot is taken from downhill, making 

the viewer look up at the house from 

a distance. This makes the house 

seem more imposing. It also uses a 

distorting lens, which makes us feel 

uncomfortable.

The building is not new. 

Old buildings have more 

history and sometimes 

more secret places.

Tree branch, fence and long grass in 

the foreground close in the picture or 

‘frame’ the house so that the image 

appears less open and gives the 

feeling that we are peeking at the 

house from a hiding spot.

Colours are dull and 

muted, not bright or 

happy colours. They help 

to create the mysterious 

atmosphere.

Location seems rural and 

isolated, where strange 

things could happen and 

no-one would know.

Some lights on suggest 

that the house is 

inhabited, but by whom?

Use of line in the 

fence is thin and 

pointed, suggesting an 

unwelcoming mood.

Many birds in the 

sky suggest there is 

something unnatural 

about this house.

Darkness and 

shadows are 

used to create 

a mysterious 

atmosphere.

Activities . . . 

UNDERSTANDING and ANALYSING a visual text

Getting started

 1 Look at the picture. Do you think it would make a good setting for a mystery? 

Give reasons for your answer.

 2 Brainstorm a list of words that would be useful to describe this setting to a 

reader.

Working through

 3 Using the annotations to help you, comment about the use of shape, colour, 

angles, texture, light and shade in the image.

 4 How does the image position the viewer? Do you feel invited to come to this 

house? Does it seem threatening or intimidating?

Going further

 5 What country do you think this house is in? Does the picture give you any clues 

about the nationality or cultural background of the people who live in it? What 

can you tell about the people who live there? How can you tell this?

 6 Are there any objects or symbols in the picture that add meaning? What are they 

and what do they mean?

The sky is overcast and 

brooding. This creates 

atmosphere and makes 

the viewer feel as though 

something mysterious 

could happen here.
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Horror genre

Fear is generally considered a negative emotion, yet horror is one of the oldest and 

most popular � ction genres. Many people enjoy being scared in horror movies and 

� nd it exciting to be terri� ed. Horror can be described as anything that creates strong 

feelings of fear or disgust. The mood or atmosphere of the narrative is an important 

factor in creating a horror story. The aim is to keep the mood prickling with tension 

and suspense, so that when something scary happens, the reader or audience is 

startled, shocked and terri� ed.

STYLE

·  Graphic violence is often a  

 feature of modern horror.

CHARACTERS

· Some horror stories might use  

 more ‘real’ characters such as  

 serial killers and demented  

 madmen.

·  Characters are clearly good or evil  

 but sometimes the truth is not  

 revealed until the end of the story.

· Villians can be psychopathic  

 killers, �erce creatures   

 (sometimes the result of science  

 experiments), or supernatural 

     beings such as ghosts, monsters,  

 mummies, zombies or vampires.

· The villain, or antagonist, is  

 relentless and can’t be stopped —  

 either due to supernatural  

 abilities or insane determination.

THEMES

·  Good overcomes evil.

SETTING

· Settings are spooky and isolated  

 — shadowy places where evil  

 lurks, such as graveyards,   

 abandoned buildings, or places  

 where terrible things have  

 happened in the past.

PLOT

· Danger caused by a �erce   

 creature or unusual animal

·  One by one, characters are   

 eliminated or endangered.

·  Endings are sometimes left  

 unresolved, with a sense that the  

 danger is still out there.

·  Plots can include haunting or  

 demonic possession, a threat of  

 extinction to humans (such as  

 zombie invasion), or a series of  

 murders or missing persons.

COMMON FEATURES

OF THE

HORROR GENRE

CREATING and RESPONDING to mystery narratives
Getting started

 7 Can you think of an inquisitive main character for a mystery narrative? 

They could be a private investigator, a police detective, a curious newcomer to 

the area, a nosey old lady with lots of time on her hands, or someone else of 

your own invention. Describe them in detail.

Working through

 8 With a partner, brainstorm some real-life mysteries such as true crimes, UFO 

sightings or sightings of a famous mysterious creature such as a yeti or the Loch 

Ness monster. Would any of these mysteries provide inspiration for a narrative? 

Jot down some ideas for a suitable setting, theme and main character for such a 

narrative. How would you create the atmosphere or mood?

Going further

 9 Write a paragraph, introducing the setting for a mystery story. 

Think about your � ve senses. What does the ground feel and 

sound like under your feet? Is the air dry, chilly or damp? What can 

you smell: leaves rotting, fresh paint, car exhaust? Is the sunshine 

bright? What can you hear: other people, nearby tra�  c, livestock? 

What can you see when you look around?

Use the Mystery 

weblinks in your 

eBookPLUS to research 

the Loch Ness Monster 

and Yeti.
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Horror � lms

Horror � lms have been popular since the days of silent movies and the beginning 

of the � lm industry. They have sometimes been based on classic literature such as 

Dracula, by Bram Stoker, and Frankenstein, by Mary Shelley. Certain � lm techniques 

are used to create the mood, atmosphere, suspense and the spine-chilling shocks of 

horror movies. 

Films of all types, including horror, use similar techniques to achieve the goals of the 

narrative. The table on pages 208–9 shows the camera techniques used by � lm-makers 

and photographers to create their work.
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Shot size

Extreme long shot: the camera 

takes in a scene that is bigger 

than the human body, often 

showing a large landscape or 

cityscape. It is sometimes used to 

show the location or setting in an 

establishing shot.

Long shot: the camera takes in a 

whole human � gure, or equivalent.

Medium shot or mid shot: the 

camera takes in half a human � gure, 

or equivalent. The shot is often of 

the head and torso of a character.

Close-up: the camera takes in just 

the human face, or equivalent. This 

shot size is perfect for showing 

the reactions and emotions of a 

character.

Extreme close-up: the camera 

takes in a small portion of a human 

� gure or an object. This might be 

just the eyes, a tear running down 

a cheek, or a sentence in a diary or 

letter

Camera angle

High angle: the camera is 

positioned above the action, 

looking down. This can make a 

character appear small, threatened 

or overpowered.
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Low angle: the camera is 

positioned below the action, 

looking up. This can make a 

character look strong, in control 

or dominating.

Eye level: the camera is positioned 

at the eye level of the characters. 

This is the most common camera 

angle.

Camera movement

Zoom: the camera’s lens moves 

forward or backward, taking the 

viewer closer or further away from 

the action.

Pan: the camera body remains still, 

but rotates on its axis, either left to 

right or right to left.

Tilt: the camera body remains still, 

but tilts up or down.

Dolly: the camera moves on wheels 

and freely follows the action.

Track: the camera moves on tracks 

and follows the action in a linear 

way. (It is often hard as a viewer 

to see the di� erence between a 

dolly and a tracking shot. Many 

people use these two terms 

interchangeably.)

Hand-held: a camera operator 

uses a steadicam to move about 

and follow the action. The camera 

wobbles a bit — it’s not really 

steady.
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Activities . . . 

UNDERSTANDING and ANALYSING film techniques 
Getting started

 1 What shot sizes are used in the images on page 207?

 2 Draw eight boxes in your notebook. Draw pictures (stick � gures work well) and 

label them to show the shot sizes and camera angles. Use the table as a guide.

Working through

 3 What sort of information does the viewer get from an extreme long shot?

 4 What sort of information can the viewer get from an extreme close up? What 

would this intimate shot size make the viewer think and feel? Why would a 

� lm-maker use this shot size in, for example, a horror � lm?

 5 Which camera movements would be most useful if you were � lming a chase 

scene in a horror movie?

Going further

 6 An extreme long shot is often used at the start of a � lm or right at the end. Why 

do you think this is so?

 7 What camera techniques would you use if you were a � lm-maker and wanted to 

show that a character is frightened or feeling alone?

 8 With parental and teacher permission, watch a few minutes of any horror � lm. 

Note down how often each of the di� erent shot sizes, camera angles and 

camera movements is used. How often does the shot change and how long is 

the duration of the shot?

RESPONDING to and CREATING narrative genre texts
Getting started

 9 Draw and label a diagram of a character from one of the genres you have 

looked at, such as a robot, a private investigator or a dragon. Show them on a 

background that illustrates a typical setting for that genre. Label your picture to 

show how they comply with the features and conventions of the genre.

Working through

10 Write a diary entry for your character. Think about the genre of narrative they 

come from. What events might happen in a story from that genre? What 

decisions or feelings might they be struggling with? Design a handwriting style 

that would suit them and make it look like a real diary entry.

11 Go online to � nd � lm posters from movies that belong to one or more of the 

narrative genres in this unit. Choose one poster and say how successfully this 

poster captures the features and conventions of its genre.

Going further

12 Present your character and setting to the class. Use your diagram and diary 

entry to help explain your character, but also think about what they have done 

in the past and might do in the future. What sort of person do you think they 

are? Are they loyal or treacherous, athletic or frail, happy or sullen, outgoing 

or introverted? Show the reader what sort of person they are by describing 

appearance and smell; by telling what they sound like when they walk and talk; 

and by what their skin, hair and clothes feel like. Give any other background 

information that will help create a strong understanding of your character and 

their genre.

LITERACY 
link
Presentations

When you give a 

presentation, you should 

plan not only what you are 

going to say but also how 

you will say it. It is important 

to consider the following:

 ● How will you use your 

voice? Vary the pace, pitch 

and volume to keep your 

audience interested.

 ● How will you stand? Try 

not to rock or to lean on 

anything.

 ● How will you use your 

hands? Plan what gestures 

you will use and try to 

keep your hands and arms 

still the rest of the time.

 ● How will you use your 

face? Facial expressions 

should emphasise what 

you are saying, and it 

is important to make 

eye contact with your 

audience.

Plan and rehearse some 

presentation techniques 

to keep your audience 

interested.
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My view . . .
Which of these genres — science � ction, mystery or horror — appeals most to 

your imagination? Is it easier to write a story by sticking to the ‘rules’ of a genre, 

or would you rather break the rules?

Wordsmith . . .

SHOW, DON’T TELL
In all imaginative writing, the writer must decide how much to tell the reader and how 

much to show the reader. What does this mean and how is it done?

A writer tells when she says Oscar was puzzled. She shows when she says Oscar 

frowned, screwing up his face in concentration. Instead of simply telling the reader how 

Oscar feels, she shows by describing his actions in such a way that a picture is formed 

in the reader’s mind.

In a section of Luke C. Jackson’s mystery novel The Unclaimed, the writer is describing 

the character Andy’s feelings when he is upset about the possibility of his mother and 

father separating. He could simply have written: Andy is upset and he is crying. Instead 

he says Andy is staring intently at the road in front of his tyre, and looks very small behind 

his handlebars. His eyes are red. This creates a much more vivid image in readers’ minds, 

allowing them to discover, rather than be told, that he is upset.

The table below shows pairs of sentences, with one sentence ‘showing’ and the 

other ‘telling’. Read them carefully and try to see the di� erent approach in each type.

Sentences that tell Sentences that show

Tyson appeared huge as he advanced 

threateningly towards Marco.

Marco gulped as the shadow of Tyson’s bulky frame 

loomed ever closer.

He was petri� ed by the continual noise of 

gun� re outside.

The noise of his teeth chattering caught him 

unawares as he huddled in the corner of the empty 

room while rat-a-tat-tat sounds continued outside.

He was behaving very suspiciously. He glanced around, his eyes furtively darting left 

and right.

Notice that it often takes more words to show than it does to tell. Which sentence in 

each pair did you prefer or � nd more interesting? 

Now rewrite the following passage so that you are showing the emotions of the 

character rather than telling them. You can add in some dialogue if you wish.

Jenna was frustrated. She kicked every panel in the wall, sure that soon one 

must click and open up to reveal a secret passage. The noise echoed loudly.

Looking at Andy, she saw that he was laughing at her. Then she became angry 

and told him she hated him. She couldn’t understand why he wouldn’t help her. He 

looked upset now and began to sni�  e, a sure sign that he was about to cry. Jenna 

felt bad and didn’t know what to do next.

OVER TO YOU …

Write a short paragraph about the reactions of a boy called Riley when he is told by his 

sister, Meredith, that their parents have been kidnapped. Try to capture his emotions in 

a way that shows, rather than tells, the reader what he is experiencing.
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   REVIEWING NARRATIVE GENRES

How do we evaluate narrative texts?

Although we can identify the features of particular genres quite clearly, they 

sometimes change, combine and divide as writers innovate and come up with new 

ideas. Sometimes authors create new sub-genres by doing so. Narratives can surprise 

you sometimes when they don’t follow the rules of the genre. This allows authors 

to tell fresh and interesting stories. If we never played with the rules of genres, they 

would become very stale and boring.

Some narratives mix genres together. This is certainly true of movies. For example, 

the Star Wars movies are a mix of fantasy and science � ction; Beetlejuice is a mixture of 

comedy and horror; and The Princess Bride is a combination of fantasy, romance and 

comedy. The Twilight novels and � lms are a mixture of romance and horror.

7.3

NEED TO KNOW
sub-genres types of stories 

within a category or genre. 

For example, there is a genre 

of movies called Western, 

which includes lots of stories 

about the American Wild 

West, cowboys and native 

Americans. There is a group of 

Western � lms that have some 

similarities and were all made 

by Italian directors. These have 

become known as ‘Spaghetti 

Westerns’, and they are a 

sub-genre of Westerns — a 

category within a category.

Star Wars Episode I:

The Phantom Menace

Beetlejuice The Princess Bride
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Book reviews

A book review gives its reader information about a novel or other text. When a novel is 

being reviewed, the review must provide information without giving away too much 

of the plot. Book reviews reveal the writer’s opinion and give a recommendation; their 

purpose is to inform the reader about why the novel might appeal to them. 

Book reviews usually start with context and general description and then move on 

to a synopsis of the story and end with a judgment. Many readers use book reviews to 

choose the novels they will buy. Book reviews are found in the Arts sections of online 

and print newspapers and magazines. At school, you may be asked to write a book 

review of a class novel or wide reading book. It’s a good way of showing that you 

have read the book, that you understand its features, and why it appealed or did not 

appeal to you. Book reviews are examples of subjective or opinionative writing and no 

two people are likely to review a novel in exactly the same way. They may both have 

enjoyed it (or not!) but for very di� erent reasons.

The following review is of Dragonkeeper by Carole Wilkinson. 

Before you read the review on the next page, your teacher may ask you to complete 

the following Ready to Read activities.

The Twilight Saga
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The name of the book and 

the publisher appear at the 

beginning of the review. (3)

The beginning of a book 

review gives general 

information about the text, 

its genre, and places it in a 

context. (4–6)

Interesting and precise 

adjectives make clear the 

reviewer’s feelings about the 

book. (8,9)

The plot is summarised in a 

couple of sentences, without 

giving away the details. (10–14)

Reviewer comments about 

the way the characters are 

developed and how believable 

they are. (14–16,18–19)

Themes are identi� ed. (20–21)

In book reviews, writers don’t 

use pronouns such as I and 

me when giving opinions, 

though they may sometimes 

use us and we, thus including 

readers. (27)

A book review always includes 

a judgement of the text; it is 

usually near the end of the 

review. (28–29)

READY TO READ …

 ●  Think about a time when you disagreed with someone. What sort of words helped you to put your 

own opinion across?

 ● Look up the meanings of the following words used in the book review:

inhabited vibrant engaging

captivity insurmountable obstacle

frantic stark plight

 ● Have you ever read a book or � lm review? Have you had to write one for school before? Have you 

ever watched a show like At the Movies or Good Game, in which the presenters review books, � lms 

or games, and o� er opinions about the good points and bad points? Did you � nd these useful?

1

5

10

15

20

25

30

Heart of a Dragon
by Grace Blackwell

Dragonkeeper, Carole Wilkinson, Black Dog Books

Dragonkeeper is a novel that has captured the imaginations of 
thousands of readers. It is a classic fantasy set in an imagined and 
very well-researched ancient China. � e author, Carole Wilkinson, 
brings the tale to life with attention to detail and clear character 
description. � e world inhabited by Ping the slave girl and Danzi 
the dragon is vibrant, alive and engaging.

At the beginning of the story, Ping and Danzi are both living 
in captivity. � eir escape brings new freedoms but also new threats 
and, for Ping, new responsibilities. � ey set out on a quest to take 
the mysterious dragonstone to the ocean and overcome seemingly 
insurmountable obstacles on the way. � e novel’s darker characters 
— the dragon hunter and the necromancer — are detailed and 
believable, despite their single-minded obsession with the dragon 
and its stone. � ey pose a real threat. In the chaos of her frantic 
journey, Ping blossoms into a powerful and knowledgeable character 
who has the strength to stand up to them.
Dragonkeeper deals with many of the themes that are often explored 

in fantasy stories, such as courage, loyalty, power and greed. It uses 
many of the plot features that are associated with the fantasy genre, 
such as a quest and a perilous journey. � e characters are starkly 
good or evil, even if it is not immediately revealed which they are. 

At no point, however, does this feel like just another fantasy story 
that is following a formula. Wilkinson has remained fresh and 
exciting, writing characters who draw us to them, making us feel swept 
up in their plight. � is is a great story for lovers of fantasy, lovers of 
history and anyone who enjoys a book they can’t put down. Young 
readers and adults alike will follow Ping and Danzi on their adventures 
with smiles on their faces and sometimes their hearts in their throats!
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Activities . . . 

UNDERSTANDING informative texts — book reviews 

Getting started

 1 Which main characters in the novel are mentioned in the review?

 2 Which group of readers do you think the review is intended for: teenagers, 

junior primary, parents or teachers? Give reasons for your answer.

 3 Find the following information in the review and record it in your notebook. 

Is anything missing? If so, what else would you like to have read about?

 ● novel title, author’s name, publisher and price of the novel

 ● names of characters

 ● information about the setting

 ● genre and/or subgenre

 ● author’s message or theme

 ● a recommendation.

Working through

 4 What are the di� erences between the sort of language you use for writing a 

book review and the language you would use to write a narrative? Di� erences 

you could write about include:

 ● � rst-, second- or third-person point of view.

 ● the register — that is, the level of formal or informal language

 ● types of word choices

 ● how much knowledge you need to understand the text fully.

Going further

 5 Decide what you think are the three most important features of a book review. 

Give reasons for your answer. Does the book review on page 214 have these 

features?

EVALUATING and RESPONDING to book reviews

Getting started

 6 Would this review make you want to read Dragonkeeper? Why or why not?

 7 Identify the three main elements of the structure of this review:

iii   general description

iii   synopsis 

iii   judgment or recommendation.

 Use the line numbers to identify each element.

Working through

 8 A book review should summarise plot without giving away the events of the 

story. Does the Dragonkeeper review answer questions such as the following?

 ● Is the plot realistic? 

 ● Does it keep you interested? 

 ● Is it suspenseful? 

 ● Does it have a twist? 

 ● Are all loose ends tied up?

These questions can help you to write about plot without retelling the story.

 9 Every book review should have a recommendation. Does the reviewer of 

Dragonkeeper like the book? What sort of reader is the target audience or who 

would the reviewer recommend it to?

LANGUAGE link

Abstract nouns 

A noun is a part of speech or 

word class used to name a 

person, place, thing, quality 

or idea. Abstract nouns are 

nouns that name things 

we can’t see, touch, smell, 

taste or hear. They name 

things like ideas, beliefs and 

feelings, and are very useful 

for writing about narrative 

texts.

We use abstract nouns such 

as bravery, friendship and 

fear to describe themes in 

stories. Because they are 

also common nouns, they 

do not begin with a capital 

letter, unless they are the 

� rst word in a sentence. 

The technical words we 

use to classify aspects of a 

narrative are often abstract 

nouns. They include:

 ● plot

 ● character

 ● complication

 ● setting

 ● style

 ● climax

 ● theme

 ● orientation

 ● resolution.

Next time you are reading 

or writing an informative 

or persuasive text such as 

a review or an essay, take 

note of abstract nouns. 

They are important for 

communicating ideas.

Quest

Abstract nouns

Common nouns

Knowledge Quest 1
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LITERACY link
Tautology

Tautology is the use of two words that 

mean the same thing, making one of them 

unnecessary. You can improve your writing 

by choosing the best one, and removing the 

other.

For example I returned back to the start should 

be I returned to the start. You don’t need to 

say back because the word returned already 

contains this idea. Examples of everyday 

tautologies are forward planning, free gift, new 

innovation, joint cooperation and necessary 

requirement. Good writers make precise word 

choices, and edit their writing to remove 

tautology.

Read the following sentences and remove 

the tautology.

 ● He’s the best dad in the whole entire 

world.

 ● I have to get money out of the ATM 

machine, but don’t look at my PIN 

number.

 ● Twilight is my most favourite movie ever.

 ● She was all alone by herself.

Always check for tautology when you are 

proofreading your writing.

10 Think of a story you have read recently. 

a Who are the main characters? 

b What is their main role in the story?

c Can you understand how they think and feel? 

d Do you � nd out a lot about them and worry about what will happen to them? 

e How would you describe them in a book review?

Going further

11 The reviewer writes about style when she mentions Wilkinson’s attention to 

detail. Think about the last novel you read and answer these questions about 

style.

a Does the author write in formal language or everyday language or use slang?

b What vocabulary does the author use — what words keep recurring?

c How long are the sentences?

d Are there a lot of commas, semicolons, dashes and brackets? 

e When the characters speak, is the dialogue realistic and believable?

f Is there a lot of dialogue or very little?

g Does the writer use modern language or old-fashioned language?

h Does the writer use a lot of unusual words that you don’t know the 

meaning of?

i Are there many metaphors and similes?

12 What sorts of things could you write about when discussing style, if you were 

writing a � lm review, rather than a book review?

13 Sometimes reviewers write about the author’s life, other novels they have 

written or their usual writing style. Sometimes reviewers write about whether 

or not they think the author has chosen a good title for the book. Do you think 

these sorts of details would make a review more useful or enjoyable for you? 

Give reasons for your answer.

14 Did you � nd the ‘Heart of a Dragon’ review of Dragonkeeper interesting 

and enjoyable? Do you trust the reviewer’s opinion? Would you trust 

it if you found out that it was written by Carole Wilkinson’s publisher 

or her publisher had paid the magazine to print it? Would you 

trust it if it was written by another fantasy author?

NEED TO KNOW
style the way that an author 

writes. The best writers have 

a recognisable and distinctive 

way of writing. Their style is 

made up of their choice of 

words, their sentence structure, 

the � gures of speech they 

include, the rhythm of their 

language, and the ‘voice’ they 

choose to narrate with. The 

following quotes, taken at 

random from the novels of 

two well-known authors, are 

examples of two very di� erent 

styles:

Upon it sat a shape, black-

mantled, huge and threatening. 

A crown of steel he bore, but 

between rim and robe naught 

was there to see, save only a 

deadly gleam of eyes.

After a while we had two bins of 

Cow Dung custard mixed up. The 

stink grew stronger and stronger.

The � rst sentence is from Lord 

of the Rings by J.  R.  R. Tolkien. 

The second one is from Unreal 

by Paul Jennings. If you’ve 

read either or both of these 

books, you might already 

have guessed who wrote 

the sentences because you 

recognised their style. Even 

if you haven’t read them, it’s 

easy to see how di� erent each 

writing style is. Distinctive 

writing style is like an author’s 

� ngerprint: it’s unique.

Use the Dragonkeeper 

reviews weblink 

in your eBookPLUS 

to read more 

Dragonkeeper reviews.
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Wordsmith . . .

DISCUSSING NARRATIVE GENRES

Some people join book clubs or reading circles to discuss books with other people. It is 

a good way to � nd new stories to read and to take part in enjoyable discussions. Often 

people don’t agree about the books, but that just adds to the fun. Here are some tips 

for these sorts of discussions:

 ● Your opinion can be di� erent from everyone else’s. You just have to � nd evidence in 

the novel to back it up. 

 ● Don’t take it personally when someone disagrees with you. Be passionate but 

remember to enjoy the discussion.

 ● Sometimes you can agree with part of what someone else said, and disagree with 

the rest. You can always add to what someone else has talked about and give your 

own examples.

 ● Books are more than just ‘good’ or ‘bad’. Learn to use lots of di� erent words to 

describe your feelings about a book.

 ● The facilitator should prepare thought-provoking questions to encourage 

discussion.

1 With a partner, brainstorm some words that you might use to describe how a novel 

made you feel. Here are a few to get you started:

 ● uncomfortable

 ● expectant

 ● engrossed.

2 In a reading circle, it’s important to value everyone’s opinion even if it’s di� erent 

from yours. Here are a number of sentences that you could use to tell people 

you disagree with them. With your partner, discuss which ones you would feel 

comfortable using. Think of some of your own.

 ● I can see why you have that opinion, but think of it from another point of view.

 ● I had a di� erent reaction.

 ● That’s interesting. I hadn’t thought of it that way.

3 Draw a table with two columns. Sort the following words into two categories: words 

you would use to talk about characters and words you would use to talk about what 

the book is like in general. You might need a dictionary to check their meanings.

OVER TO YOU …

Choose a book that you have enjoyed reading and plan the comments you would 

make about it if you were discussing it in a reading circle. What questions would you 

use to get discussion going if you were the facilitator?

My view . . .
Are other people’s opinions and recommendations about imaginative texts 

important to you? How do you discover books and � lms that you like?

moral

plausible
unstoppable

timid languid

detailed courageous

fresh

endearing

fast-paced

classic

pessimistic
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1

COMPOSE AND CREATE
Productive focus: writing and speaking

Write a personal letter or short story

Either

Imagine a fantasy hero on a quest that requires a journey. Write a letter from the hero 

to their family, explaining what has been happening. Remember to include contents 

that demonstrate your knowledge of the features and conventions of the fantasy 

genre. Some things you might like to write about are listed below.

 ● Where has their journey taken them? What sorts of lands have they travelled 

through? What sort of people have they met?

 ● What has happened? Are they on a quest? Who or what is trying to stop them from 

being successful or completing their journey? Are they in any danger?

 ● Who else is travelling with them? Why are they travelling together?

 ● Have they changed? Have they become more con� dent, discovered any special 

abilities or found a new purpose in life?

 ● Remember that a personal letter is written in full sentences and paragraphs. It uses 

� rst- and second-person pronouns (such I and you) but the tone is usually very 

relaxed and conversational.

 ● The structure and layout of a personal letter should include:

– The date, salutation and name of the recipient. The salutation is often ‘Dear’.

– An introductory paragraph that includes greetings such as ‘How are you?’

– Body paragraphs that contain most of the content of the letter.

– A closing paragraph that indicates the letter is ending.

– A complimentary close such as ‘Yours sincerely,’ or ‘Love from,’ and the writer’s name.

Or

Write your own fantasy narrative in the form of a short story. You might like to use ideas 

you have already drafted as part of this unit or create new ones. Remember that a short 

story still needs to be long enough to develop the setting and characters, and also 

needs to include all the elements of narrative plot structure: orientation, complication, 

series of events, climax and resolution. It should be 500 to 1000 words long.

 ● Here are some possible fantasy titles. Choose one, modify one or invent one of your 

own.

Astral’s Journey Unicorn Valley Gryphon’s Keep Castle Eunithia Demongate

Some key points to remember

 ● Know your target audience.

 ● Demonstrate your knowledge of the fantasy genre by using its features and 

conventions wherever appropriate.

 ● Imagine your setting in detail. What can you see, hear, touch, smell and taste?

 ● Know your characters well. Plan what they look like, sound like and act like. Do they 

get along with other characters? Are they con� dent? How do they travel?

 ● Write a draft and then get others to read it. They can give you feedback on the 

content, characters and setting, and also help proofread for spelling, punctuation 

and grammar.

 ● Publish your � nished work, either by word processing it or using clear handwriting.

Use the assessment 

criteria rubric to guide 

you through your 

chosen task.
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Deliver a speech or create a poster

Choose the science � ction, mystery or horror genre.

Either

Prepare a three-minute speech to deliver to your class on the genre you have chosen. 

In your speech, you should explain the features of your chosen genre. Don’t forget to 

time yourself and rehearse for a real person or at least in front of the mirror.

Refer to Unit 6, page 187, for tips on giving speeches.

Or

Design a poster that examines the genre you have chosen. Posters are e� ective visual 

aids for communicating ideas and information. They are much quicker and easier to 

read than a full information report. Their purpose is to grab the attention of viewers 

and give them the key information on the topic. You could use an online poster maker 

such as Glogster.

Remember that your poster should do the following.

 ● Grab the audience’s attention from across the room with e� ective use of colour, 

headings and pictures, and a short, eye-catching title in a large font.

 ● Draw the audience in with pictures or graphics that illustrate the information and 

ideas in the text. You can also engage the viewer with highlighted sections of text 

and important points.

 ● Hold the audience’s attention with interesting information and succinct language. 

Your smallest text should be at least 18 points so that your viewers can read it easily.

 Present your poster to the class. Refer to the Literacy link on page 210 for tips on 

presentations.

Some key points to remember

Your speech or poster should include the 

following information.

 ● Common features and conventions of the genre

 ● Character types typically used in the genre

 ● Types of settings commonly used in the genre

 ● Language features or stylistic features of the genre

 ● Common themes used by authors of this genre

 ● Your own opinion about the genre — what you 

like or dislike

 ● Examples of texts from the genre

2

Use the assessment 

criteria rubric to guide 

you through your 

chosen task.

Use the Glogster 

weblink in your 

eBookPLUS to create 

your poster online.
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3
Reading circle or book review

Choose a novel that comes from the fantasy, science � ction, mystery or horror genre.

Either

Organise a reading circle for yourself and a few other students on a text you have 

chosen. You will need to prepare some questions for the group to discuss. Refer to 

the Wordsmith on discussing narrative genres on page 217 and the Reading circle 

weblink in your eBookPLUS for information on reading circles.

Or

Write a book review on the text you have chosen. Refer to the information on book 

reviews in sub-unit 7.3 to help you.

?
Self-evaluation . . .

1 What were your favourite parts of this unit? What were your least favourite?

2 What did you learn that was totally new to you? What did you already know 

about?

3 What new vocabulary did you learn during this unit?

4 What thinking strategies did you use throughout this unit? For example, 

did you use summarising, comparing, explaining, interpreting, analysing or 

evaluating?

5 Did you proofread your work before handing it in to your teacher? 

Worksheet 7.1
doc-10091

Worksheet 7.2
doc-10092

Worksheet 7.3
doc-10093

INDIVIDUAL PATHWAYS 

Use the assessment 

criteria rubric to guide 

you through your 

chosen task.
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